
An industrial building service company makes sure to 
regularly test the oil in all of their heavy-duty trucks, 
including new trucks. Their maintenance staff knows all 
equipment experiences a period of break-in wear, and 
removing those particles can extend component life.

PROVEN IMPACT
However, the first sample results from a 2015 model engine 
showed 255 ppm of aluminum and 198 ppm of iron. These 
metals are typical for early lifecycle engine break-in, but 
our data analyst found those quantities excessive and 
recommended a maintenance investigation.

The customer agreed and performed a compression test 
and other diagnostics. They called the engine manufacturer, 
who confirmed issues with valve cover corrosion as well as 
the PCV valve and air intake. The OEM agreed to schedule 
maintenance on the engine at no charge under their 
warranty.

PROVEN UPTIME
Detecting the problem early benefited both the OEM and 
the customer. Without the maintenance recommendation, 
the problem would have progressed, and the engine might 
have fallen out of warranty once the damage was detected. 
In this case, the truck was pulled out of service to prevent 
additional damage, repaired, and returned to service with  
minimal disruption.

PROVEN SAVINGS
Whether your unit is 10 years old or 10 days new, oil 
analysis can detect and diagnose problems before they can 
be observed, giving you the information needed to prevent 
future breakdowns. Early, regular sampling can protect your 
equipment investment, ensure continued operations, and 
reduce overall maintenance costs.
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NEW EQUIPMENT NEEDS OIL ANALYSIS PROTECTION

EARLY BREAKDOWN CREATES THE 
“BATHTUB CURVE” OF  
MAINTENANCE FAILURES
Oil analysis isn’t just for older machines; component 
monitoring on new equipment is equally important. 
Maintenance reliability professionals know failure rates 
spike at the beginning and the end of the lifecycles to 
create the familiar “bathtub curve” chart. Instillation error, 
material defects, and manufacturing contamination are 
common sources of new  
equipment breakdown. 

No matter the cause, unexpected downtime interrupts 
production. Even if parts and labor are covered under 
warranty, the disturbance still affects a company’s uptime. 
No one expects equipment to break down so soon, but the 
statistics show it happens frequently. Oil analysis can catch 
unusual wear and minimize the disruption to production 
and maintenance operations.
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